
 Fish & Wildlife Board Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 

 

 

The Fish & Wildlife Board held a meeting on Wednesday, March 21, 2012, in the 4
th

 floor 

conference room of the Pavilion Office Building, in Montpelier, Vermont. 

 

Attendees: 

 

Board Members:  Brian Ames, Chair; Ed Gallo, Vice Chair; Craig Nolan, Craig Lantagne, Justin 

Lindholm, Jeffrey Salvador, Robert Shannon, Grant Spates, and Ronald Wilcox, John Roy, and Pete 

Allard.  Absent: Steve Adams, Gary Gibbs, and Kevin Lawrence. 

 

Fish & Wildlife Department Employees:  Commissioner Patrick Berry, Deputy Commissioner Kim 

Royar, David Englander (Legal Counsel), Col. David LeCours (Director of Law Enforcement 

Division), Mark Scott, (Director of Wildlife), Forrest Hammond (Wildlife Biologist), John Gobeille 

(Wildlife Biologist) Susan Warner (Outreach Director) Charlee Drury and Mary Diego (Executive 

Staff Assistants). 

 

Members of the Public:  Roy Kilburn, Clint Gray, and Bill Pickens, President, Vermont Trappers 

Association (VTA). Rep. Michel Contego, Rep Ken Atkins, Dave Zehnacker, Rep. Bert Munger, 

Patrick Fitzgerald, Scott Godbout, Bob Stevens, Charlie Boyea, Rep. Robert Lewis. 

 

Chairman Ames called the meeting to order at 5:08 p.m. 

 

Approval of February 15, 2012 Meeting Minute 

 

Spates motions to accept the minutes from the February 15
th

 board meeting, Lantagne seconds.  

Board approves minutes unanimously. 

 

Snowshoe Hare season- 

 

Scott gives Board an overview on internal discussions and communications with various hunters 

interested in this proposal, and introduces John Gobeille, Wildlife Biologist. An overview is given on 

snowshoe hare. Ames makes mention that this was petitioned to the board and petitioners are present.  

 

Gobeille gives a power point presentation on snowshoe hare. Gobeille hands out habitat information 

fact sheet/graphs on current forest age stand structure in Vermont. He highlights that Vermont is 

losing early successional habitat  

 

Gallo asks to go back to the chart on the power point. He adds that on the far right it says all size 

classes, but each division is showing similar between large and small. The position to cut and 

improve habitat is there right? Yes replies Gobeille. Gallo says, it’s not a rabbit problem, it’s a 

cutting problem. Gobeille mentions that Maine uses this same timber inventory approach when they 

created their management plan for hare. 

 

Current FIA data shows that relatively abundant early succession habitat acreage still occurs in the 

Northeast Kingdom.  An extension of the hare season should therefore be limited to those WMU’s 

listed, D1 D2 E H1 H2. 



 

It’s mentioned that keeping landowner managing their land is extremely important.  

 

Gobeille ends presentation. 

 

Commissioner Berry makes mentions that the importance is habitat and the cutting of forest land. 

Those trees will continue to grow so it’s important to keep reviewing this type of data.  

He also adds that it’s a great recommendation by Gobeille to test this in limited WMU’s to collect 

data to ensure we don’t have a gap in early succession habitat.  

 

We’ve lost a lot of logging since the 80’s, this is stuff we need to keep an eye on says Gobeille. 

 

Scott mentions that this data will be looked at again years down the road. 

 

Ames asks the board if anyone has questions for Gobeille, the board does not. 

 

Ames asks about Maine doing this for years and that they are confident that this has worked?  

 

Gobeille replies that there was worry about breeding seasons effected but there shouldn’t be an issue 

if we’re hunting through March. 

 

Roy asks when do rabbits start breeding? Gobeille replies that rabbits in Northern Maine, NH, and 

VT, tend to start having their first litters between late April and the first weeks of May. It’s related to 

warmth as well.  

 

Bob Stevens (member of the public) thanks the Board for hearing them out on this issue and praised 

the Department for listening. He adds that the presentation given by Gobeille was fair and accurate 

and also adds that most rabbit hunters don’t hunt them during the deer season for the safety of their 

dogs.  

 

Stevens says that there should be designated WMU’s to test this in as Gobeille mentioned. He says 

the hunters go to other states to hunt because their seasons are longer, which means we’re spending 

money in other states when we could spend it here. We like to run our dogs; we don’t hunt to harvest 

as many as we can.  We do this as sport to run the dogs as well. 

 

Dave Zeniker (member of the public) adds that hunters would be willing to pay for a second tag if the 

season ended at a certain time. Those who want to continue hunting will fee-up and pay a price for 

additional tags, even if it’s just to run dogs and not to harvest an animal but the option would at least 

be there. 

 

Ames mentions that it’s great that hunters are willing to be open about these possible approaches. 

 

Hare and cottontail rabbit are linked in statute says Gobeille. 

 

 

Ames asks board to make motion. 

 

Shannon makes motion to have the Department move forward in evaluating extending the season for 

in selected WMUs. Allard seconds. 



 

Ames asks at this time take vote to move forward. Board agrees unanimously. 

 

Ames thanks hare hunters for coming. Bob Stevens thanks the board and says hunters agree. 

 

Shannon mentions that the hand out would be good for deer meetings and he would like to see this at 

future hearings. (timber inventory).  Commissioner strongly agrees. 

 

Commissioner makes mention that Rep Kate Webb has joined us and has done great work for Fish & 

Wildlife, please help thank her. 

 

Bear Management Rule—First Vote 

 

Ames asks Scott to move forward with bear management rule. Scott gives overview and makes 

mention of extensive internal dialogue within the Department to help get us to where we are.  He also 

thanks Englander for his efforts on writing a new bear management rule. 

 

Scott mentions tooth collection and how we should resolve the importance of tooth collections and 

the utilization of bears. This is not part of the management rule but the Board asked for this 

information and resolution so Scott presented handouts regarding these matters. He makes mention to 

move forward and ask Forrest Hammond to review the key points. 

 

Hammond hands out the proposal to the Board.   Number one goal is to stabilize the bear population 

(the growth of) and to improve scientific collection on bear data over all. This proposal is what the 

Board asked for adds Hammond. 

 

 Extend the Bear season by four (4) days in the regular deer season. 

 Accomplish strategies that are in the big game plan and collect better biological information 

on bears and bear hunting participation. 

 A recommendation is to have an early season tag, and a late season tag (current tag that comes 

with your regular hunting license now) to allow you to hunt bear during the regular deer 

season.  The early season would be at a minimal cost and valid from September 1
st
 to the day 

before opening day of the regular deer season at which time your regular bear tag will be 

valid.  

 

Spates asks what the money for the second tag would be used for? Would it be used for bear 

management? Hammond mentions that this second early season bear tag is not a money maker. 

Commissioner Berry adds that this is a low fee so bear hunters are not detoured from continuing to 

hunt. 

 

Shannon asks if non-resident and resident fees will be the same? The non-resident fee would be more 

then resident fee. We want to keep this low.  

 

Gallo asks if the harvest limit is just one animal no matter if you buy a second tag? That is correct, 

there is still a bag limit of one bear; the second tag just allows you to hunt the regular season and an 

early season. 

 

Ames asks to go over proposal. 

 



Englander gives overview. When looking at the rule to consolidate Appendix 7 (bear dog) and 

Appendix 31, he notes that the Board needs to vote on both.  

 

The purpose of the revision is to consolidate and clarify all the existing regulations concerning the 

take of bear. 

 

Ames asks to go over it line by line. 

 

3.3 has substantive changes. Receiving a bear dog license is no longer dependent on being a dog 

owner. 

 

3.12 definition of “hunting party” has been added.  

 

3.13 definition of “registered dog” has been added.  “Unregistered dog” is still in rule. 

 

Gallo asks if as long as the dogs are listed, anyone can use them? YES. 

 

Lindholm defines legal means and legal methods. Englander agreed. 

 

1.4 Lindholm asks if dogs can be switched out. Englander says as long as only 6 dogs at any one 

time. 

 

5.0   bag limits. 

 

5.1 says you have to purchase this early season tag. 

 

7.0 Spates questions if a landowner asks to see permit, is this ok. Permits and licenses are 

interchangeable and historically they can with licenses. 

 

7.3 Gallo says the complaint that he hears is from landowners that have packs of dogs running on 

their land. They don’t want them there. Hunter and dogs should have section that says dogs must be 

removed when asked my landowner. It’s the department’s position. Gallo says, this needs to say 

DOGS need to be removed when asked. We should take opportunity now to add this in to make best 

efforts to remove dogs when asked. Enforcement does not think it will be a tool that will increase 

enforceability.  A complicating factor is if the land is already posted.  If we work under the premise 

that the dogs are an extension of the hunter, then the hunter is in violation.  The Department will 

consider whether language should be included that addresses Mr. Gallo’s concern and present it in 

time for the second vote.    

 

Lindholm questions 7.5 clarify max of 6.  Commissioner can give permission for more. Ames asked 

this to be clarified. 

 

Ames mentions he wanted language on wanton waste. Mark hands out utilization sheet. This was 

gathered from other states’ language. 

 

Ames strongly thinks this should be in rule. Ames asks to go around table and get comment on the 

utilization language. 

 

Gallo states his preference that wanton waste be a standalone rule and not be done piecemeal 



 

Lantagne says we need to do this different, specific to each species. Not piecemeal. 

 

Spates says this leaves to much leeway. 

 

Shannon requests to make motion to include proposed utilization language given by the department 

into the rule. Ames seconds this motion. 

 

Ames asks to hear from the department. 

 

Commissioner follows up that the department wants to see utilization of animals. This was difficult 

for us. We spent hours creating this language. The Department supported utilization. Scott weighed in 

with that the Wildlife Division and Hunter Ed supports the idea of a utilization provision. It sends an 

important message. 

 

Gallo says the wording can still allow wasting; it’s not stopped by this paragraph.  

 

Lantagne asks if this is a real problem, Royar responds that the research was informal and non-

scientific. It’s not a problem but it does occur so we thought we should move forward with this. 

 

Commissioner adds this is at least a tool for the most egregious cases. 

 

Col. LeCours adds that this provision would make it a fish & wildlife violation instead of it being a 

civil littering charge. 

  

Shannon adds if the language isn’t there, we can’t amend it. The language allows us to at least amend 

it in the future. He adds, I’d like a vote. 

 

Ames adds he supports as he has seen these cases 

 

Ames calls the vote: 7 in favor, 4 opposed. The motion to amend the bear management rule to include 

the utilization provision passes.  

 

Ames asks to break for dinner. 6:43pm 

 

Meeting continues at 7:09 

 

Hammond continues on rule discussion. Makes mention on tooth collections. We propose that we 

make a stronger effort to collect more teeth. We prefer to do this voluntary not mandatory.  

 

Ames adds he’d like it in the rule as well as our models come from this type of collections. 

 

Gallo favors teeth collection to be made mandatory.  

 

Commissioner adds that if we don’t get the data that we need under voluntary then we can come back 

to the board and ask for mandatory.  Shannon adds the mandatory requirement is good.  

 

Lindholm says give them (weigh stations) more dollars for checking in an animal and collecting a 

tooth. We are paying for tag but not making mandatory tooth collection, that doesn’t make sense. 



 

Spates asks how long we would go with this before changes, Scott answers two (2) years max. 

 

Ames asks anything else?  

 

Ames asks to take motion 

 

Clint Gray believes current levels of tooth collection are insufficient.  

 

Gray requests to work with Department on this rule. 

 

Ames asks to make motion. 

 

Shannon makes motion, Gallo seconds. 

 

Gallo suggests vote separate as a voluntary action for two years or make mandatory to rule. If it goes 

that way, we can ask the Department to take different approach. 

 

Voluntary vs. mandatory vote:  Motion to amend the rule, 10 in favor of voluntary, 1 opposed. 

 

Gallo makes motion to call vote that 10 V.S.A. App. Section 2 to require the mandatory extraction of 

a bears tooth be required by the hunter taking the bear. Lindholm seconded.  

 

4 in favor, 6 opposed. 

 

Shanna calls vote to make motion to strike C and F of 10V.S.A. Appendix 31, Seasons, bag limits. 

Gallo seconds. Vote 10 in favor, 1 abstained  

 

Board voted to accept VSA Appendix 7, 10 in favor, 1 opposed. 

 

Legislative update 

 

Commissioner hands out letter to the board regarding deer hearings and gives a short update on the 

legislative session. 

 

Roundtable 

 

Allard- 

 

Roy-  

 

Lindholm- Makes suggestion that we make sure we have loud and clear communication at deer 

meetings so everyone can hear. 

 

Gallo- Asks what’s happening with habitat biologist reports and updates and asks if Paul Hamlin can 

come do that again?  Scott acknowledges this request. 

 

Salvador-  

 



Lantagne-Why can’t they train their dogs during other seasons?  Regulation/legislative is the issue, 

it’s out of our hands. Maybe this can go through the board instead. 

 

Spates- Bait fish rule needs attention. Ames mentions it is opened and will be on agenda soon. 

 

Nolan-  

 

Driscoll-  

 

Adams-  

 

Wilcox- 

 

Lawrence- 

 

Gibbs-  

 

Shannon- Bring discussion requesting to open Vermont trout waters early through a Commissioner 

rule or Board rule. He adds that other states have opened early with weather pending and permitting. 

Shannon holds off for now per conversation with the Commissioner but open discussion about fish 

management is needed.  He would like to see angling sooner to encourage license sales due to 

weather conditions while there is no impact on fisheries.  

 

Emergency rule would not fit this request. 

 

Commissioner adds that it is time to open up this discussion on fishing regulations. The ultimate goal 

would be to get input from folks and try to move forward. 

 

Rep. Ken Atkins speaks about bait fish rule and the opening of streams weather dependent per year 

and hands out a resolution to consider opening some streams to being open year round. Fish & 

Wildlife committee is going to vote on this.  If it passes, the actual resolution will go to Chairman 

Ames.  

 

Board decides to hold two public meeting for bear management rule: one at Kehoe Conservation 

Camp in Castleton and one in Lyndonville. Meetings to start at 7pm and will be schedule for mid-late 

May. 

 

Gallo makes motion to adjourn, seconded by Spates. 

 

Meeting adjourned 8:08pm 

 

 

 


